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I.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
In 2004, Contra Costa voters approved Measure J, which continued the County’s half-cent 
transportation sales tax program to 2035. The Measure J Expenditure Plan includes funding for 
improvements along the I-680 corridor; including the “I-680 Carpool Lane Gap Closure/Transit Corridor 
Improvements.” One component of the improvements is the addition of High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) 
on- and off-ramps in San Ramon. HOVs include buses, carpools and vanpools.  
 
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) and the Contra Costa Transportation  Authority 
(CCTA) are proposing to construct on- and off-ramps connecting directly to and from the High 
Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes along the center divider of the I-680 corridor in San Ramon at an 
estimated cost of $102 million. 
 
Caltrans and CCTA, in concert with the City of San Ramon are coordinating the environmental review for 
this project. CCTA, in concert with the City of San Ramon and Caltrans, completed a Project Study Report 
(PSR) for the I-680/Norris Canyon Road HOV On- and Off-Ramp Project in March 2010. A PSR is an 
engineering planning document that confirms the scope, schedule and estimated cost of a project. 
Caltrans will prepare an Initial Study (IS) and Environmental Assessment (EA) for the proposed project to 
present their findings. 
 
The I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramps Project proposes to provide more convenient, direct access for 
transit vehicles and HOVs to and from San Ramon destinations (including the San Ramon Transit Center), 
reduce weaving across multiple freeway lanes by transit vehicles and HOVs entering or exiting the 
freeway, improve travel times for transit vehicles and HOVs, reduce the number of transit vehicles and 
HOVs traveling through the congested Crow Canyon and Bollinger Canyon Road intersections, and 
improve local and regional transit/HOV links.  
 
Three alternatives are being studied as part of the project, including ramps at Norris Canyon Road; 
ramps at Executive Parkway; and a “No Build”. Anticipated project improvements include providing 
sidewalk access on both sides of the overcrossing to enhance connectivity and safety for pedestrians 
and bicyclists (Norris Canyon Road alternative), and the planting of two to three (2 – 3) native species 
trees to replace each tree that would be removed as part of  the project. 
 

II.  NOTICING AND PUBLICITY 
 
The sponsors of the I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramps Project organized and facilitated a project scoping 
meeting to provide information about the proposed project alternatives and give the public an 
opportunity to provide input on the range of issues to be considered during the upcoming 
environmental analysis. The meeting assisted the project team in understanding the community’s 
concerns about the proposed I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramps Project.  
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The March 13 Project Scoping Meeting was noticed through a variety of means. Meeting notices were 
sent to 2,396 mailing addresses within 2,000 feet of the proposed project area, notifying them of a 
Scoping Meeting on March 13, 2013 from 7:00 to 8:30 pm at the San Ramon Community Center. The 
meeting notice was also advertised in the Contra Costa Times and posted on the CCTA website. Project 
materials were posted on the CCTA website after the public meeting. 
 

III.  PUBLIC MEETING 
 
A project scoping meeting was held on March 13, 2013 from 7:00 to 8:30 pm at the San Ramon 
Community Center for potentially impacted property owners and businesses located near the proposed 
project. The meeting was staffed by representatives from Caltrans, CCTA, and the City of San Ramon. 
Consultant staff included representatives from CH2M HILL, DKS Associates and Circlepoint. At the 
meeting, the project team set up three (3) information stations and project staff was on hand to answer 
questions. A project fact sheet, frequently asked questions, environmental review process, and 
comment card handouts were given to attendees. Five (5) display boards provided at each information 
station included the environmental review process, Norris Canyon and Executive Parkway alternative 
layouts, Norris Canyon and Executive Parkway alternative cross sections, and visual simulations/example 
photos of each alternative. Copies of each are included in the appendix section at the end of this report. 
 
There were 101 attendees who signed in at the meeting. They were most interested in learning more 
about project impacts, the environmental review process, the Norris Canyon Road and Executive 
Parkway alternatives, the project schedule, and how to stop the project from moving forward. 
Community members were encouraged to provide written comments at the meeting or by the April 16, 
2013 deadline. A summary of community member comments and questions received at the meeting is 
included in Section IV of this report. 
 

IV.  COMMENT SUMMARY 
 
The following is a summary of the 46 written comments received at the March 13 Scoping Meeting. In 
addition, two comments were received by regular mail and 10 comments were submitted by e-mail 
before the April 16 comment deadline. Copies of the original comment sheets submitted are included in 
the appendix for further review.  
 

BIOLOGICAL/NOISE/VISUAL ISSUES 
 

1. Concerned about the noise impact on the neighborhood. 
2. Want the biological study to include the owls, falcons and kites that live and hunt in our 

neighborhood, they can be seen landing on the branches of the trees near both Norris Canyon 
overpass and along Bishop Drive at Executive Parkway. 

3. What will be done about the increase in noise from vehicles on these elevated ramps? 
4. The visual impact is way out of character to the quiet residential, neighborhood quality of San 

Ramon. 
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5. I support the Executive Parkway option if all noise created by the new overpass is mitigated 
through a sound wall and noise mitigation measures are taken on the west side of 680 between 
Crow Canyon and Sycamore Valley where the auxiliary lane project is proceeding . 

6. Concern about the added noise and air pollution right where we live if the off-ramp is built on 
the Norris Canyon side. 

7. The HOV ramp proposal, especially at Executive Parkway, will make noise and visual 
intrusiveness even worse. Noise will be reflected off the ramp structure back into my 
neighborhood, as well as from buses. 

8. The vehicles moving up/down the ramps will be visually intrusive during daytime and the 
vehicles lights moving up/down the ramps will be more light pollution in addition to the light 
pollution from the traffic control.  

9. Noise walls if installed along the west edge would have to be much higher than the elevations of 
the HOV ramps, southbound freeway noise will be reflected westward off the ramps. 

10. It is not feasible to place noise walls up/down the HOV ramps since such walls will reflect even 
more freeway noise back into the residential Twin Creeks neighborhood. 

11. People already have enough noise at night so this will create more noise to residential 
neighborhoods. 

12. It might harm the environment to create an onramp like this. 
13. The light and sound involved in the elevated ramps are a concern and will be detrimental to 

residents and will decrease property values. How will this impact be mitigated? 
14. It will bring too much noise pollution to our community.  
15. Increased noise and fuel pollution. 
16. Very concerned about noise and air impact. 
17. How high up will the lights and traffic signals be? What will the impact be in terms of light 

pollution on the residential communities?  
18. What endangered species will be affected by both alternatives? 
19. What will be the effect to vegetation? 
20. How will noise be alleviated for neighborhoods west of the freeway? It’s ridiculous now.  
21. Removing the cycle/pedestrian friendly crossing at Norris Canyon would have a significant 

negative environmental impact and force more people on the west of I-680 to drive.  
22. Concern about noise and visual impacts. 
23. I’m concerned with noise for neighbors of cars speeding on and off exits. 

 
COST/PROCESS 

 
1. Do not build anything! It is monumental waste of money! 
2. How can we stop these ramps? 
3. What is the legal ramifications to the City of San Ramon if they decided to stop the project? 
4. Have not seen a cost-benefit analysis for either. 
5. Would like to see a more detailed analysis of all options being considered in terms of cost, 

environmental and road safety impact, as well as disruption to the local community. 
6. It is a $102 million waste of taxpayer money.  
7. Why build this when you have 3 other onramps within a mile. 
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8. For $100 million, there will be easier access for ~1000 commuters per day. That is not cost 
affective.  

9. It is doubtful that either alternative will be built for the proposed cost. Actual costs will 
undoubtedly be 2 to 3 times that proposed, given Caltrans track record of performance 

10. A total waste of money! 
11. Why not redirect the Measure J funds to other project to eliminate congestion on 680? 
12. This is a complete waste of public funds and a major detriment to the citizens of San Ramon. 
13. The only beneficiaries of all this are certain business interests and the perpetuation of CCTA and 

the State in terms of staff employment. 
14. Save the money and put it towards a needed road improvement. 
15. Find something else to throw the money at. 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT 

 
1. I want to see the EIR taking into account the difference between the two examples of HOV lanes 

in Bellevue and San Diego (based within Business Parks with no residential neighborhoods 
nearby) with the locales in San Ramon where substantial neighborhoods exist right next to the 
proposed HOV lanes. 

2. I want to see the issue of safety factored into the report (EIR). 
3. I want the study to go as far west as the Norris Canyon Road and Crow Canyon intersection in 

Alameda County (Castro Valley). 
4. Regarding the noise impact for both the Norris Canyon and Executive Parkway alternative, I 

want it to go as far west as Bollinger Canyon Road and as far east as Alcosta Blvd. 
5. Who carries out the EIR? Are San Ramon residents invited to be part of the EIR? How far from 

the proposed Norris Canyon will the EIR reach? 
6. What environmental impacts will be studies? 
7. Can you provide a detailed, street by street list of the full range of studies in the EIR? 
8. Traffic impact needs to be studied all the way to intersection of Norris Canyon/Crow Canyon in 

Alameda County. 
9. Noise study needs to go to Bollinger Canyon intersection. 
10. How many buses currently use the existing ramp? Is the number of buses increasing?  
11. Please consider surveying San Ramon citizens about this so you have their input on things. 

 
HOV / TRANSIT 

 
1. I’m concerned about non-HOV vehicles using the ramps off peak, what will prevent these 

vehicles from using the on/off ramps? 
2. What about BART? Wasn’t there a plan to extend BART down the middle of I-680? If the HOV 

lanes are built, will the BART line then be impossible? 
 

MEETING-RELATED 
 

1. I think you would be well served by having a scale model of the proposed access ramps. Many 
people have difficulty visualizing the scope of this project. Photo representations are minimally.  
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2. Need to have a small-scale model of Norris Canyon and Executive Parkway interchanges so it is 
easier to visualize. 

3. I’d like to see a 3D model of the 2 alternatives and a powerpoint presentation with visuals that 
are explained clearly. 

4. I prefer a traditional meeting format to this open house gathering, I find this hard to follow, 
noisy and I’d like to hear ideas from others in the community. 

5. 7 of the 8 neighbors I visited encouraging them to attend the meeting had no recollection of 
ever receiving the pink post card mailer notice for tonight’s meeting. 

6. Several homeowners commented that the mailer looks like junk mail and they threw it away 
because it looks much like requests frequently mailed for clothes and used furniture donation 
requests. 

7. Proper notification for affected homeowners in Twin Creeks on west side of freeway should 
instead have an artist’s rendering of the huge HOV ramp structures and a better map so 
homeowner’s attention will be peaked. 

8. A small junk mail post card with a small rudimentary line map with a small star that really 
indicated a $102,000,000 huge HOV ramp structure is an inadequate way to inform 
homeowners, especially when the HOV ramps will devastate quality of life. 

 
MISCELLANEOUS 

 
1. The original plans for the Norris Canyon ramp alternative included demolishing the existing Vet 

Hospital and several homes and businesses at Norris Canyon and San Ramon Valley Blvd. Has 
the planned changes or is this just not being shown so that the Norris Canyon alternative looks 
more amendable? If so, such failure to disclose the actual impact to the community is totally 
unacceptable and a breach of public trust. 

 
PEDESTRIAN/BICYLIST - SAFETY & ACCESS 

 
1. With Norris Canyon, there would be a stretch of road from Montevideo to Fostoria Way without 

a cycle/pedestrian friendly crossing.  
2. Concerned about the safety of the overpass for foot and bicycle traffic that would have to cross 

the path of vehicles exiting and entering the freeway. 
3. Signalized light is not a safe alternative for children to cross. 
4. What types of lighting would be used at the top off ramp to light the road, the signs and any 

warning lights? 
5. Will there be flashing lights that can be seen from the neighborhood? How far will that light 

pollution extend? 
6. Left exits are inherently more dangerous than right, what will be done to mitigate this. 
7. Adults and children currently use Norris Canyon Road as the only safe cross town access while 

walking or biking to Iron Horse Middle School, Iron Horse Trail and San Ramon Central Park. 
8. What provisions will be made for both alternatives to maintain bicycle and pedestrian safety?  
9. Concern about daughter going to Iron Horse Middle School in a few years and the safety that 

comes with the off-ramp on Norris Canyon. 
10. Concern about delay in response from emergency vehicles to the east side of San Ramon. 
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11. Norris Canyon is used by pedestrians and cyclists, especially children on their way to Iron Horse 
Middle School. 

12. I walk and bike ride on Norris Canyon because I feel safer with no on-ramps or off-ramps to 
worry about. I would never walk or bike ride on Crow Canyon or Bollinger overpass because it is 
not safe. 

13. Wants to know the plan for pedestrian/cyclist access across the freeway at Norris Canyon. 
14. Norris Canyon is the only safe route across 680 per residents of San Ramon. We chose to live in 

this city because our kids could/walk ride bikes safely and I see this project as taking away that 
freedom from our families. 

15. Norris Canyon is a bike thoroughfare, HOV ramps at Executive Parkway is more practical and 
won’t disrupt residential or biking traffic as much. 

16. I want improved safety for pedestrians and cyclists on Norris Canyon, Bollinger, and Crow 
Canyon. 

17. I am concerned about the safety of the overpass for foot and bicycle traffic that would have to 
cross the path of vehicles entering and exiting the freeway. 

18. I do not consider a signalized light as a safe alternative for children to cross.  
19. Norris Canyon is currently the only safe route to get to work because the freeway overpasses 

are extremely hazardous to bicyclists. 
20. Concern about difficulty getting to Iron Horse Trail. 

 
POSITION ON ALTERNATIVES 

 
1. My first choice is No Build! 
2. Neither one of HOV Ramps will solve issue, both proposed freeway ramps only serve Bishop 

Ranch Business Park. 
3. I am against both proposals that build ramps. 
4. I am in favor of “No Build” alternative. 
5. My preference is with an off ramp on Executive Parkway as that is already a commercial area 

and will have less disruptive impact on the local community. 
6. I think this project should be terminated.  
7. The only acceptable option for HOV lanes is the Executive Parkway Alternative.  
8. Best option is NO HOV ramps in San Ramon. 
9. I want to add my voice to the opposition to any access ramps of any kind between Bollinger and 

Crow Canyon. This is so unnecessary and a complete waste of taxpayer money. Please protect 
our environment, our children, and our property values and drop this project 

10. The alternative plan looks very good, since it solves the problem of combining more cars with 
pedestrian/cyclist traffic, put the new highway access right where it should belong – right in the 
middle of Bishop Ranch Complex. 

11. The Executive Parkway plan is far superior. More convenient to Bishop Ranch, doesn’t go 
through residential areas, more in line with property owner needs.  

12. I think these proposals are unnecessary especially the Norris Canyon one. 
13. The politicians are bowing to the Bishop Ranch powers that want this. 
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14. Neither proposal is needed. There are many neighbors who are against this because it will bring 
more traffic into our community. Bollinger Canyon and Crow Canyon are just fine and can be 
used by the buses.  

15. Do not approve of these projects.  
16. I’m firmly against the Norris Canyon alternative. It will negatively and greatly impact the 

residential area west of I-680, especially in the evening commute. 
17. I do not want either project. Norris Canyon is San Ramon’s only roadway over 680 that we can 

use to get across town easily. 
18. These freeway ramps are not needed. Why is this being considered? 
19. I question the need for the HOV Access Ramp in San Ramon – the Bollinger Canyon and Crow 

Canyon ramps are close enough without adding the complexity of a HOV ramp in between. 
20. Executive Parkway is a better option. 
21. This will only benefit Bishop Ranch, not the local residents! 
22. We strongly support the “Alternate” plan of putting the ramps on the east side of the 680. 
23. I prefer not to have the Norris Canyon or Executive Parkway solutions. Both will cause additional 

traffic and noise to the community.  
24. There needs to be a better solution using existing ramps on Crow Canyon or Bollinger Canyon. 
25. I am in favor of the Executive Parkway ramp. 
26. I oppose the Norris Canyon ramp. 
27. Why do we need it? We have Crow Canyon and Bollinger 1.5 miles apart.  
28. Kudos for coming up with the Executive Parkway Alternative, it is a great idea. 
29. The very best alternative is NO RAMPS! 
30. The best solution would be to have no direct access ramp, the existing ramps at Crow Canyon 

and Bollinger provide sufficient access. 
31. The worst possible solution would be an access ramp at Norris Canyon Road as this would 

directly feed traffic into Norris Canyon west of I-680, which is currently a small residential road 
with a speed limit of 25 miles per hour. 

32. I really don’t want either build alternative but the Executive Parkway alternative is more 
palatable but I still don’t see proof that will help anything, so prove that this helps San Ramon 
and its citizens.  

33. Great project, need another access to/from freeway.  
34. Prefer Executive Parkway alternative.  
35. I am firmly against the Norris Canyon Alternative as it removes a pedestrian and cycle crossing 

of I-680. 
36. I would support the Executive Parkway alternative as it feed HOV directly to/from the 

commercial area to the east of I-680, also avoid creating an east/west divide of San Ramon that 
the Norris Canyon alternative would create.  

 
PROPERTY / REGIONAL CONCERNS 

 
1. Do you have data to show the effect on house values when similar HOV ramps have fed into 

residential areas, as would happen with the Norris Canyon option.  
2. If these ramps are installed at Norris Canyon or Executive Parkway, the quality of life in adjacent 

neighborhoods will be severely degraded. 
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3. It would not only cost a fortune, but it would also have an impact on businesses on the planned 
construction site. 

4. The Executive Parkway Alternative has the least impact on the San Ramon community and the 
greatest benefit to Bishop Ranch commuters. 

5. The added traffic and noise will lower my property value.  
6. I am very concerned about the impact of this project on the value of my home. 
7. Will ruin the quality of life in residential areas west of I-680. 
8. Norris Canyon is a residential street, we who use it don’t want more on/off ramps. We don’t 

want more crime, more pollution and more traffic.  
9. How will property values be affected? 
10. Has there been considerations about how either ramp alternative would affect the image of San 

Ramon? 
 

TRAFFIC 
 

1. Wants traffic study to include traffic west to Bollinger Canyon Road. 
2. If cars can more easily access the freeway, I would expect an increase in traffic through the 

25mph zone on Norris Canyon. 
3. What will be done concerning the increase in traffic on Norris Canyon to its impact on the 

neighborhood? 
4. How has improving Bollinger or Crow Canyon been studied, to improve traffic flow? 
5. It would create more traffic making it difficult for families to walk or play outside with all of the 

noise and cars. 
6. The idea of increasing traffic on Norris Canyon is not good.  
7. Concerned about increased traffic between Norris Canyon and Crow Canyon via Twin Creeks 

Drive. 
8. For Norris Canyon, there is insufficient stacking room for vehicles and the traffic on San Ramon 

Valley Road will be worsened. 
9. Putting HOV ramps on Norris is not a good solution – residential streets and already fast driving 

on Norris Canyon in rural areas causing accidents. 
10. The traffic is worse at Crow Canyon and Bollinger in the evenings – how can off ramps help 

traffic when it isn’t that bad in the mornings but kids and parents use Norris Canyon for school 
and that would make it much worse. 

11. Any additional ramps will increase traffic and backups on I-680. 
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WHAT’S BEING PLANNED: �e California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), in cooperation 
with the Contra Costa Transportation Authority (CCTA), is proposing to construct on- and o�-ramps 
(called Direct Access Ramps) connecting to and from the High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes along 
the center divider of the I-680 corridor in San Ramon. Caltrans will prepare an Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR) and Environmental Assessment (EA) for the proposed project.

WHY THIS AD: �e public is invited to a scoping meeting, during which interested agencies and the 
public are invited to help identify the range of issues to be considered in the environmental document. 
Caltrans, CCTA and the City of San Ramon are coordinating the environmental review for this project. 
�eir �ndings will be presented in the EIR/EA documents that will be prepared.

WHERE YOU COME IN: Project information meetings were held in November 2011 and March 2012 to 
provide information about the proposed project and receive public input. A scoping meeting will be held 
to provide additional information about the proposed project, including the Executive Parkway 
alternative, and give the public an opportunity to provide input on the scope of the environmental 
analysis. �e meeting will be an open house format with project sta� available to address questions. 
Written comments will be accepted.

WHAT:   An Open House
              Project Scoping Meeting  
WHEN:  Wednesday, March 13, 2013
              7:00 – 8:30 p.m. 

Scoping comments will be accepted through 5:00 PM, Tuesday, April 16, 2013. Please mail your scoping 
comments to:

Attn: Cristin Hallissy
Caltrans District 4 Branch Chief
P.O. Box 23660, MS-8B 
Oakland, CA  94623-0660 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Project information can be found online at http://www.ccta.net. For 
individuals with sensory disabilities, relevant portions of this document can be made available in Braille, 
large print, on audiocassette, or computer disk. Please contact Cristin Hallissy, Caltrans District 4 
Branch Chief at the address above, call (510) 622-8717, or use the California Relay Service, 
(800) 735-2929 (TTY) voice or 711.

Camino Ramon

General Area for Proposed HOV Direct Access Ramps
San Ramon Transit Center

Notice of Project Scoping Meeting
 

WHERE:  San Ramon Community Center
   Terrace Room
   12501 Alcosta Blvd
   San Ramon, CA  94583
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Notice of Project Scoping Meeting

WHAT:        An Open House
                   Project Scoping Meeting  
WHEN:       Wednesday, March 13, 2013
                   7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
WHERE:    San Ramon Community Center

           Terrace Room
           12501 Alcosta Blvd
           San Ramon, CA  94583

 

WHAT’S BEING PLANNED: �e California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans), in cooperation with the Contra
Costa Transportation Authority (CCTA), is proposing to
construct on- and o�-ramps (called Direct Access Ramps) 
connecting to and from the High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes 
along the center divider of the I-680 corridor in San Ramon. 
Caltrans will prepare an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and 
Environmental Assessment (EA) for the proposed project.
   
WHY THIS AD: �e public is invited to a scoping meeting, during 
which interested agencies and the public are invited to help identify 
the range of issues to be considered in the environmental document. 
Caltrans, CCTA and the City of San Ramon are coordinating the 
environmental review for this project. �eir �ndings will be 
presented in the EIR/EA documents that will be prepared.

WHERE YOU COME IN: Project information meetings were held in 
November 2011 and March 2012 to provide information about the 
proposed project and receive public input. A scoping meeting will 
be held to provide additional information about the proposed 

project, including the Executive Parkway alternative, and give the 
public an opportunity to provide input on the scope of the 
environmental analysis. �e meeting will be an open house format 
with project sta� available to address questions. Written comments 
will be accepted.

Scoping comments will be accepted through 5:00 PM, Tuesday, 
April 16, 2013. Please mail your scoping comments to:

Attn: Cristin Hallissy
Caltrans District 4 Branch Chief
P.O. Box 23660, MS-8B 
Oakland, CA  94623-0660 

 FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Project information can be found online 
at http://www.ccta.net. For individuals 
with sensory disabilities, relevant portions 
of this document can be made available 
in Braille, large print, on audiocassette, or 
computer disk. Please contact Cristin 
Hallissy, Caltrans District 4 Branch Chief 
at the address on the other side of this 
notice, call (510) 622-8717, or use the 
California Relay Service, (800) 735-2929 
(TTY) voice or 711.

Circlepoint
1814 Franklin Street
Suite 1000
Oakland, CA 94612
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SPRING 2013
•	 Scoping Meeting on  

March 13

SPRING 2014
•	 45 day public review period 

for draft Environmental 
Document (ED)

•	 Hold Public Meeting to 
discuss draft ED (date TBA)

WINTER 2014SUMMER/FALL 2013 SUMMER/FALL 2014
•	 Incorporate all public 

comments from draft ED

•	 Prepare	final	ED	defining	
“Preferred Alternative” for 
project

•	 Completed Project Study 
Report, March 2010

•	 Held Project Information 
Meeting, November 2011

•	 Held Project Workshop, 
March 2012

•	 Held San Ramon City 
Council	Project	Briefing,	
April 2012

•	 Development of Executive 
Parkway Alternative

•	 Environmental Document 
Elevated to an EIR

•	 Updating and Expanding 
Traffic	Analysis	for	all	
Alternatives

A joint Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and Environmental Assessment (EA) will be prepared for the I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramp (HOV DAR) 
Project to satisfy the requirements under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  

CEQA is a statute that requires state and local agencies to identify the significant environmental impacts of their actions and, if feasible, to avoid or 
mitigate those impacts. NEPA is the federal equivalent to CEQA and is required for projects with federal funding, permits, or approvals. Both CEQA 
and NEPA establish specific steps in the process, including public involvement and review as described below.

Technical studies being 
prepared for the project 
include;

•	 Traffic
•	 Noise
•	 Air Quality
•	 Community Impacts
•	 Visual Impacts
•	 Biology
•	 Cultural

Each technical study will 
evaluate the three proposed 
alternatives, including:

•	 Norris Canyon Road
•	 Executive Parkway
•	 No Build

The draft EIR/EA will describe:
•	 Proposed project 

alternatives

•	 Existing environmental 
conditions 

•	 Impacts from 
construction and 
operation of each 
proposed alternative

•	 Mitigation measures to 
reduce or eliminate these 
impacts

This information will enable 
decision-makers, interested 
parties and the public to 
evaluate the proposed 
alternatives and their 
environmental	effects.	

The draft Environmental 
Document (ED) will be  
released in its entirety for 
public review and comment 
before	being	finalized.	The	
review	period	will	be	45	days.	

A public meeting will be held 
during the review period to 
obtain	additional	comments.

The	final	Environmental	Document	
will consist of:

•	 Revisions to address public 
comments

•	 Comments and 
recommendations received on 
the draft ED

•	 Responses	to	significant	
environmental points raised 
in the review and consultation 
process

PROGRESS TO DATE ENVIRONMENTAL 
TECHNICAL STUDIES

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 
DOCUMENT

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 
DOCUMENT REVIEW

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DOCUMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS

The	environmental	review	process	provides	several	opportunities	for	public	involvement.	CCTA,	Caltrans	and	the	City	of	San	Ramon	 
have	supplemented	the	public	involvement	activities	required	by	CEQA	with	additional	public	meetings	and	workshops.		

For	more	information	go	to:	http://www.ccta.net/EN/home/projects/I680HOVDAR.html

NOTE:

TIMELINE

•	 Conduct Environmental Technical Studies

•	 Prepare Draft ED



 
 

 
I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramps 

Project Scoping Meeting 
Wednesday, March 13, 2013 

__________________________________________________________ 

COMMENT FORM 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments must be received no later than 5:00 p.m., Tuesday, April 16.  

Please mail your scoping comments to: 
 

Attn: Cristin Hallissy 
Caltrans District 4 Branch Chief  
111 Grand Avenue P.O. Box 23660, MS-8B  
Oakland, CA 94623-0660 

 
You can also email comments to: I680hovdarproject@gmail.com 
 
Name: _______________________________________ Date: _________________ 
 
Affiliation (if applicable): _____________________________________________ 
 
Address:  ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Comment/Question: _________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 

Please continue on back if necessary. 
 

For more information, contact Cristin Hallissy,  
Caltrans District 4 Branch Chief at (510) 622-8717.   



 
 

 
 

- (continued) - 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 

Thank you for your participation. 
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WHY IS THIS PROJECT BEING CONSIDERED?

In 2004, Contra Costa voters approved Measure J, 
which continued the County’s half-cent transportation 
sales tax program to 2034.* The Measure J Expenditure 
Plan includes the “I-680 Carpool Lane Gap Closure/
Transit Corridor Improvements.” One component of the 
improvements is the addition of High Occupancy Vehicle 
(HOV) on- and off-ramps, called Direct Access Ramps, in 
San Ramon. HOVs include buses, carpools and vanpools.

* Measure J was approved by 67 percent among those who 
voted in San Ramon. It is recognized that voters approved 
Measure J as a whole, not specific projects included in the 
Expenditure Plan.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT?

The purpose of the I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramps 
(HOV DAR) Project is to promote and facilitate carpooling, 
vanpooling and transit use by improving freeway access 
for transit and HOVs traveling into and out of San Ramon. 
Residents and commuters will have access to the HOV 
direct access ramps. The project is consistent with 
the intent of State Legislation (SB 375) to reduce green 
house gas emissions and vehicle congestion, improve air 
quality and increase the use of HOVs. The Contra Costa 
Transportation Authority (CCTA) and the City of San 
Ramon also encourage carpooling, vanpooling and the use 
of transit as ways to reduce congestion on local roadways, 
improve air quality, reduce fuel consumption and improve 
the overall quality of life in our communities. In addition, 
the project may enhance west-east connectivity for 
pedestrians and bicyclists if the Norris Canyon Road 
alternative is built.

WHO IS WORKING ON THIS PROJECT AND WHAT ARE 
THEIR ROLES?

CCTA is the project sponsor, and is working in cooperation 
with the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), 
who is the lead agency for the Environmental Document. 
The City of San Ramon is a partner agency facilitating the 
public outreach effort. 

FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS FALL 2012

HAS THIS PROJECT ALREADY BEEN APPROVED? 

No. CCTA, Caltrans and the City of San Ramon are 
beginning the project development and environmental 
review process that will take place through fall 2014. 
Once project development and environmental review are 
complete, CCTA, Caltrans and the City of San Ramon will 
decide whether to proceed with the project. The project 
design would only proceed after the final Environmental 
Document is released and approved. Project construction 
would potentially begin in 2017 at the earliest, pending the 
availability of funding.

HOW IS THIS PROJECT BEING FUNDED?

The project is included in Contra Costa Measure J 
approved by Contra Costa voters in 2004. The project 
would be funded through a variety of sources, including 
$10.2 million from Measure J with the remainder from other 
State and Federal funding sources. No local funds are 
required from the City of San Ramon for this project. 

DOES MEASURE J MANDATE THE MONEY BE SPENT 
ON HOV RAMPS/LANES?  

Yes, the proposed HOV Direct Access Ramps are one 
component of several individual projects included in 
the Measure J Expenditure Plan. Should a “No Build” 
alternative be chosen for the proposed project, Measure 
J requires that the funds would be spent on other HOV 
improvements within the I-680 corridor.

WHAT PROJECT ALTERNATIVES ARE BEING STUDIED?

Three project alternatives are being studied. They include:

1. The addition of on- and off- ramps for HOV and transit 
use at Norris Canyon Road, including enhanced 
pedestrian/bike facilities on the overpass.

2. The addition of on- and off- ramps for HOV and transit 
use at Executive Parkway.

3. A “No Build” alternative.

WILL THE EIR LOOK AT IMPACTS FOR EACH 
ALTERNATIVE EQUALLY? 

Yes. The environmental document prepared for this project 
will study alternatives at both Norris Canyon Road and 
Executive Parkway as well as the “No Build” alternative 
and will address the impacts identified for each equally.
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WHO WILL DECIDE WHICH ALTERNATIVE IS SELECTED 
FOR THIS PROJECT?  

The public, as well as State and local agencies, will have 
the opportunity to comment on the proposed project 
when the draft Environmental Document is circulated. The 
decision on a preferred alternative (which could be Norris 
Canyon Road, Executive Parkway, or the No Build) will be 
a joint decision between San Ramon, CCTA and Caltrans. 
As a project partner, the City of San Ramon’s decision at 
the end of the process will be strongly considered because 
connections to City streets (which the City has jurisdiction 
over) would be impacted.

WAS SYCAMORE CANYON ROAD LOOKED AT  
AS A POSSIBILITY?  

Yes, Sycamore Canyon Road was identified in the I-680 
Options Analysis Study and is included in the Measure 
J Expenditure Plan. However, a location between Crow 
Canyon Road and Bollinger Canyon Road was identified as 
the higher priority option because it would provide access 
to the regional employment center and a larger residential 
community than Sycamore Canyon Road.

DID YOU STUDY EXPANDING CROW CANYON ROAD 
OR BOLLINGER CANYON ROAD INSTEAD OF BUILDING 
NEW RAMPS ELSEWHERE?  

Yes. These two locations were screened out as alternatives 
based on cost, construction impacts and greater impacts 
to adjacent properties. A detailed study was therefore not 
conducted for expanding the existing interchanges after the 
initial assessment was conducted.

HOW WOULD THE NEW RAMPS BE USED DURING 
NON-HOV HOURS, WHEREVER THEY ARE LOCATED? 

Use of the new ramps during non-HOV hours will be 
studied during the environmental process. A mid-day traffic 
analysis will be conducted to determine potential impacts. 
Both the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and 
Caltrans will need to approve any uses for the ramps during 
non-HOV hours.

WILL THIS PROJECT CREATE A CAR-CENTRIC/DRIVE-
THROUGH ENVIRONMENT IN OUR COMMUNITY?

Making it easier and more attractive to carpool, vanpool 
and use transit would result in just the opposite. Studies 
show that increased carpooling, vanpooling and transit-use 
results in less single-occupant vehicle trips and reduces 
overall congestion.

WILL THIS PROJECT INCLUDE CONVERTING HOV 
LANES IN THE AREA TO EXPRESS LANES?

No. The HOV Direct Access Ramps are being studied for 
HOV use only. Converting the ramps as part of an express 
lanes project would require a separate environmental 
process and study.

IS THE USE OF THE PROPOSED DIRCT ACCESS 
RAMPS DURING OFF-PEAK HOURS BEING STUDIED?
Yes. However, no decision has been made about the 
potential off-peak use of the proposed ramps at this time.

WILL FUTURE TRAFFIC STUDIES LOOK AT NORRIS 
CANYON ROAD BEYOND THE INTERSECTION AT 
I-680? 

Yes. An expanded traffic study will be conducted to include 
Norris Canyon Road, extending from Alcosta Boulevard 
to Bollinger Canyon Road, as well as Crow Canyon Road 
at Bollinger Canyon Road, and Executive Parkway from 
Bishop Drive to Camino Ramon. Data from the recently 
adopted Travel Demand Model will be incorporated into the 
environmental document.

WILL EMERGENCY VEHICLE ACCESS AND RESPONSE 
TIMES BE STUDIED?  

Yes. Potential impacts to emergency vehicle access and 
response times will be analyzed as part of the expanded 
traffic studies and in the Community Impact Assessment 
being conducted for this project.

WHAT TYPES OF IMPACTS TO THE SURROUNDING 
AREA WILL BE CONSIDERED?  

Individual technical studies will be conducted for each 
alternative that examines air quality, noise, visual, 
hydrology/water quality, geotechnical, and natural resource 
impacts. A Community Impact Assessment will also be 
conducted to examine community profile and character, 
growth and land use (as it relates to the community), and 
social and economic impacts.

WHAT ABOUT NOISE, CONGESTION, ACCIDENTS, 
POLLUTION, CRIME AND PEDESTRIAN/BIKE SAFETY?

The project is consistent with the intent of State 
Legislation (SB 375) to reduce vehicle congestion, air 
pollution and increase the use of HOVs. By conducting a 
project development and environmental review process, 
CCTA, Caltrans and the City of San Ramon will determine 
any potentially significant impacts the project may have on 
the community. The environmental study will thoroughly 
evaluate all three alternatives, study potential impacts, 
and identify ways to avoid, reduce or minimize impacts to 
acceptable levels. At the end of this process, one of the 
three alternatives listed earlier in this document will  
be chosen.

ARE YOU MEETING WITH BUSINESSES AND 
EMPLOYEES IN ADDITION TO THE PUBLIC?  

Yes, meetings have been held with businesses that may  
be physically impacted by one of the alternatives, 
as well as a number of businesses and groups who 
would potentially make use of the HOV Direct Access 
Ramps. Additional meetings will occur throughout the 
environmental review process.
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WHAT HAPPENS WITH THE PUBLIC QUESTIONS AND 
COMMENTS RECEIVED FOR THIS PROJECT?

All written comments received at meetings (via regular mail 
or e-mail) are part of the administrative record. Each will 
be compiled following completion of the environmental 
review process. Comments submitted in response to the 
draft Environmental Document when it is circulated will be 
responded to in the final Environmental Document and can 
influence which alternative is chosen.

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR?

CCTA, City of San Ramon and Caltrans completed a 
Project Study Report (PSR) in March 2010. However, 
completion of the PSR does not approve the project for 
construction. The PSR determines the scope, schedule 
and estimated cost of the project and allows proceeding 
with the project development and environmental  
review phase. 

A scoping meeting was held in November 2011 to provide 
information about the proposed project and receive 
public input on the range of issues to study during the 
environmental analysis. Scoping does not result in the 
ultimate decision about a project or selection of an 
alternative – it is one of the beginning stages of the overall 
process to initiate the study of a proposed project.

A public workshop was held in March 2012 to provide 
additional information about the proposed project, 
alternatives being studied and feedback received to date, 
and to receive public input on the range of issues to study 
during the environmental analysis. 

The next public workshop is anticipated to occur in  
spring 2013.

HAS THE ORIGINAL PROJECT SCHEDULE CHANGED?

Yes. The timeline for release of the I-680 HOV DAR Project, 
draft Environmental Document (ED) has been extended 
from spring 2013 to spring 2014. This extended period 
of time is required due to several project-related factors, 
including:

• Adding the Executive Parkway alternative for  
further study. 

• Incorporating data from the recently updated Travel 
Demand Model into the environmental document for 
further study.

• Preparation of a full Environmental Impact Report (EIR) 
for the project. 

After the draft ED has been released for review, a public 
meeting will be held to receive comments. Release of the 
final ED is anticipated in fall 2014. 

WHAT IS AN NOP?

The Notice of Preparation (NOP) is a document notifying 
public agencies regarding the scope of the environmental 
report. This allows regulatory agencies to anticipate and 
schedule their review. The NOP will be posted on the CCTA 
website when it is released in spring 2013.
 
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

Engineering and environmental technical studies will 
be conducted to evaluate a wide range of topics and 
issues including traffic, noise, air quality, and community 
impacts. This information will be documented in a draft 
Environmental Document (ED), which will be made 
available to the public for review and comment (anticipated 
in spring 2014). The public will be encouraged to review 
the draft ED and submit written comments on the project 
during this time. A public meeting will also be held, 
allowing for additional public comments to be submitted.  

Once the public comment period for the draft ED is 
complete, the next step is to prepare a final ED which 
addresses all of the comments received on the draft ED. 
The final ED must also define the “preferred alternative” 
that the lead agency recommends among all the 
alternatives considered. The chosen alternative is identified 
as the most suitable to meet the project’s purpose and 
need. This could be an action (build) alternative at Norris 
Canyon Road or Executive Parkway or the “no action” (No 
Build) alternative. Publication of the final ED is anticipated 
to occur in fall 2014.

HOW CAN I GET INVOLVED?

Conducting an open process that provides multiple 
opportunities for community involvement is a key goal 
of CCTA, Caltrans and the City of San Ramon. Public 
meetings will be held to receive input and feedback 
during the project development and environmental review 
process. These meetings will be widely publicized in the 
community and everyone is encouraged to attend. In 
addition to the workshops, there will be a formal public 
review period for the draft ED during which the community 
will be encouraged to review the draft ED and provide 
written comments and input. 

WHERE CAN I GO FOR MORE INFORMATION?

Go to www.ccta.net
Call the CCTA at (925) 256-4700
Email I680hovdarproject@gmail.com to ask questions, 
request information, or be added to our project mailing list.
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In 2004, Contra Costa voters approved Measure J, 
which continued the County’s half-cent transportation 
sales tax program to 2034. The Measure J Expenditure 
Plan includes funding for improvements along the 
I-680 corridor, including the” I-680 Carpool Lane 
Gap Closure/Transit Corridor Improvements.” One 
component of the improvements is the addition of High 
Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) on- and off-ramps, called 
Direct Access Ramps, in San Ramon. 

The Contra Costa Transportation Authority (CCTA), in concert with the City 
of San Ramon and Caltrans, completed a Project Study Report (PSR)* for 
the I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramps (HOV DAR) Project in March 2010 that 
studied Norris Canyon and a “No Build” alternative. Executive Parkway 
is currently being studied in addition to Norris Canyon and a “No Build” 
alternative. The project cost estimate at the time of the PSR was $102 
million (escalated dollars) for the Norris Canyon HOV DAR alternative. This 
cost estimate will be updated during the environmental process.

*A PSR is an engineering planning document that confirms the scope, 
schedule and estimated cost of a project.

PROJECT SCHEDULE:

ACTIVITY: DATES:

Community Outreach Ongoing throughout project

Complete Project Study Report Spring 2010

Community Workshops Spring 2012/Spring 2013/Spring 2014

Prepare Environmental Document Summer 2011- Fall 2014

Project Design* Fall 2014 - Fall 2016

Project Construction* Winter 2017 - Fall 2018

*Pending funding availability

PROJECT BENEFITS:

 ★ More convenient and direct access for transit 
vehicles and HOVs to and from San Ramon 
destinations, including the San  
Ramon Transit Center

 ★ Reduced weaving across multiple freeway  
lanes by transit vehicles and HOVs entering  
or exiting the freeway

 ★ Improved travel times for transit vehicles  
and HOVs

 ★ Reduction in the number of transit vehicles 
and HOVs traveling through the congested 
Crow Canyon and Bollinger Canyon Road 
intersections

 ★ Improved local and regional transit/HOV links

 ★ Consistent with local and regional 
transportation plans

MORE INFORMATION:

Go to www.ccta.net

Call the Contra Costa Transportation Authority (CCTA) at: (925) 256-4700

Email: I680hovdarproject@gmail.com to ask questions, request 
information and be added to our project mailing list to receive project 
updates and upcoming meeting announcements.



SPRING 2013
•	 Scoping Meeting on  

March 13

SPRING 2014
•	 45 day public review period 

for draft Environmental 
Document (ED)

•	 Hold Public Meeting to 
discuss draft ED (date TBA)

WINTER 2014SUMMER/FALL 2013 SUMMER/FALL 2014
•	 Incorporate all public 

comments from draft ED

•	 Prepare	final	ED	defining	
“Preferred Alternative” for 
project

•	 Completed Project Study 
Report, March 2010

•	 Held Project Information 
Meeting, November 2011

•	 Held Project Workshop, 
March 2012

•	 Held San Ramon City 
Council	Project	Briefing,	
April 2012

•	 Development of Executive 
Parkway Alternative

•	 Environmental Document 
Elevated to an EIR

•	 Updating and Expanding 
Traffic	Analysis	for	all	
Alternatives

A joint Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and Environmental Assessment (EA) will be prepared for the I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramp (HOV DAR) 
Project to satisfy the requirements under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  

CEQA is a statute that requires state and local agencies to identify the significant environmental impacts of their actions and, if feasible, to avoid or 
mitigate those impacts. NEPA is the federal equivalent to CEQA and is required for projects with federal funding, permits, or approvals. Both CEQA 
and NEPA establish specific steps in the process, including public involvement and review as described below.

Technical studies being 
prepared for the project 
include;

•	 Traffic
•	 Noise
•	 Air Quality
•	 Community Impacts
•	 Visual Impacts
•	 Biology
•	 Cultural

Each technical study will 
evaluate the three proposed 
alternatives, including:

•	 Norris Canyon Road
•	 Executive Parkway
•	 No Build

The draft EIR/EA will describe:
•	 Proposed project 

alternatives

•	 Existing environmental 
conditions 

•	 Impacts from 
construction and 
operation of each 
proposed alternative

•	 Mitigation measures to 
reduce or eliminate these 
impacts

This information will enable 
decision-makers, interested 
parties and the public to 
evaluate the proposed 
alternatives and their 
environmental	effects.	

The draft Environmental 
Document (ED) will be  
released in its entirety for 
public review and comment 
before	being	finalized.	The	
review	period	will	be	45	days.	

A public meeting will be held 
during the review period to 
obtain	additional	comments.

The	final	Environmental	Document	
will consist of:

•	 Revisions to address public 
comments

•	 Comments and 
recommendations received on 
the draft ED

•	 Responses	to	significant	
environmental points raised 
in the review and consultation 
process

PROGRESS TO DATE ENVIRONMENTAL 
TECHNICAL STUDIES

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 
DOCUMENT

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 
DOCUMENT REVIEW

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DOCUMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS

The	environmental	review	process	provides	several	opportunities	for	public	involvement.	CCTA,	Caltrans	and	the	City	of	San	Ramon	 
have	supplemented	the	public	involvement	activities	required	by	CEQA	with	additional	public	meetings	and	workshops.		

For	more	information	go	to:	http://www.ccta.net/EN/home/projects/I680HOVDAR.html

NOTE:

TIMELINE

•	 Conduct Environmental Technical Studies

•	 Prepare Draft ED











































































































































































From:  Lowell Lamb <lamb@broadcom.com> 
To: "I680hovdarproject@gmail.com" <I680hovdarproject@gmail.com> 

cc: "jrackmil@comcast.net" <jrackmil@comcast.net>, 
"joyciee@aol.com" <joyciee@aol.com>, 
"jim.gibbon@safeway.com" <jim.gibbon@safeway.com>, 
"jimpoyer@comcast.net" <jimpoyer@comcast.net>, 
Lowell Lamb <lamb@broadcom.com>, 
"jdvet1@gmail.com" <jdvet1@gmail.com>, 
"jpblick@comcast.net" <jpblick@comcast.net> 

Date:  Thu, Mar 14, 2013 at 10:01 AM 
Subject: I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramps 
 
To: Ms. Cristin Hallissy 
Caltrans District 4 Branch Chief 
111 Grand Avenue – PO Box 23660, MS-8B 
Oakland, CA 94623-0660 
 
Dear Ms. Hallissy, 
 
We met at the meeting in San Ramon yesterday evening. 
 
Per our discussion, attached please find a list of written questions regarding the proposed project. 
 
Please send me an email: 
Ø   Confirming receipt of this message; 
Ø  Stating a date by which CalTrans will provide written answers to the questions. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
Lowell D. Lamb 
74 Carousel Pl 
San Ramon, CA 94583 
 
 
 

  



From: Rob <rob_liem@yahoo.com> 
To: "I680hovdarproject@gmail.com" <I680hovdarproject@gmail.com> 
Cc: Avie <abdivinity@yahoo.com> 
Date: Thu, Mar 14, 2013 at 2:52 PM 
Subject: I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramps 
 
Attn: Cristin Hallissy 
Caltrans District 4 Branch Chief 
 
Dear Ms. Hallissy, 
 
I'm a resident of San Ramon, and live less than 1 mile from either of the two proposals that're being 
considered right now for an HOV access ramp.  I'm vehemently against either proposals for the following 
reasons: 
 
1) the proposals will be disruptive to the immediate community.  During the building phase, it would add 
additional noise pollution and create unnecessary traffic jams on the already congested freeway and 
side streets.  After implementation, the HOV access will be confusing to the general public and cause 
additional accidents. 
2) the proposals will not benefit anybody.  The additional HOV access ramp will not encourage more 
people to carpool.  I work in San Ramon, and I could count on one hand how many cars are actually 
parked in the carpool spots on a daily basis. 
3) the proposals are dangerous to bicyclist and pedestrians since they will affect streets that usually 
experience slow traffic due to congestion.  The Norris canyon proposal is extremely dangerous since it 
will essentially turn the street to yet another 3 to 4 lane megastreet with freeway access.  Norris canyon 
is used by bicyclists and students at the Iron Horse elementary school for most of the week.  This is the 
only street that's considered "safe" for kids to cross coming from houses located to the West of the 
school.  There are no other street that these kids can utilize to safely cross the 680 freeway.  The other 
option to exit on Executive Pkwy/Bishop Dr. would be equally unsafe since it will essentially turn this 
quiet speed restricted street into a highway for commuters to speed on. 
4) the proposals are also counter to any attempt at conservation.  Both proposals would require the 
destruction and removal of mature trees that currently line both Norris and Executive Pkwy/Bishop Dr. 
5) the proposals are a waste of money, we could use the money allocated based on measure J to 
maintain and improve local streets, expand public transportation like BART and improve bike and 
pedestrian safety by adding traffic lights, improve signs and building freeway crossovers. 
6) last but not least, my complete and utter disagreement against these two proposals are personal.  My 
son was 13 last year when he was hit on the crosswalk at the freeway entrance off Bollinger Canyon Rd. 
by a car going 45 mph.  He has Traumatic Brain Injury, and still recuperating. He was hit because of the 
utter negligence of the driver.  The same type of drivers that will be accessing the new HOV access 
ramps.  For the sake of all of the children in this community, do not build these access ramps.  We don't 
need them, and we don't want them. 
 
Sincerely, 
Rob Lim 
 
  



From: Doug Marshall <Douglas_Marshall@comcast.net> 
To: i680hovdarproject@gmail.com 
Date: Sat, Mar 16, 2013 at 5:45 AM 
Subject: I-680 HOV Scoping Comments 
 
Cristin Hallissy, 
 
My comments on building I-680 HOV Access Ramps in San Ramon are as follows: 
 
1. For a cost of millions of dollars, it does NOT have an equivalent benefit as it is NOT going to magically 
cause people to convert to HOV usage just because there is a special access ramp.  People want to use 
their own cars for the flexibility it offers. 
 
2. Adding more “concrete” to our beautiful valley only places it one step closer to a looking like a “Los 
Angeles” which will ruin our reason for having moved here in the first place. 
 
3. Adding yet a “third” bottleneck of congestion (1st and 2cd are Crow Canyon and Bollinger Canyon) 
will make traveling through our city that much more troublesome.  It will take a ridiculous and 
frustrating amount of time just to get from the South side of San Ramon to the North side.  I’d rather 
keep the bottlenecks to a minimum. 
 
4. Any benefits at all would, for the most part, flow to ”non-residents” leaving “residents” with all the 
added negatives. 
 
5. HOV users are NOT going to “backtrack” down the boulevard to some special HOV access ramp if they 
are already at another regular 680 on-ramp; it’s just not worth it because traversing across 4 lanes of 
traffic to get to the HOV lane is really not that big of a deal. 
 
6. There is “significant” traffic affecting the current surface streets of Crow Canyon, Norris Canyon and 
Bollinger Canyon due to each and every child of a “resident” being driven to school by their parents.  
From Iron Horse Middle School in the heart of Bishop Ranch to California High School just down the 
road, the Bishop Ranch “rush hour” is compacted even more by all these local parents dropping kids off 
at school.  It would be much cheaper to just buy the school district a couple of school buses ; this would 
help “significantly” and reducing congestion IS what you are ultimately looking for – right? 
 
My choice would be to say “No” to any HOV Access Ramps in the Tri-Valley along I-680. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Doug Marshall 
23 year San Ramon Resident (near California High School) 
 
 
 
  



From: melissa fields <misslissa_98@yahoo.com> 
Date: March 22, 2013, 7:49:05 PM PDT 
To: <smiller@ccta.net> 
Subject: Survey - Norris Canyon HOV ramps 
 
Hi - I was wondering if I could get a copy of the survey you did of the neighborhoods surrounding Norris 
Canyon? I live just under a mile from the Norris Canyon overpass and was never involved in a survey - 
nor were my neighbors. So, I am very curious about the survey. Please send me a copy or a link to access 
the results and who was surveyed.  
 
Thank you,  
Melissa Cohen 
 
## 
 
From:  King Linda <lking3@me.com> 
To:  I680hovdarproject@gmail.com 
Date:  Tue, Apr 2, 2013 at 4:31 PM 
Subject: San Ramon I 680 project 
 
Cristin 
 
We are 26 year residents of San Ramon living in the same home in the Bollinger Hills subdivision.  We 
are opposed to any new off ramps in San Ramon. 
 
 
Linda King 
118 Arapaho Circle 
San Ramon, CA 
 
## 
 
From:  Phillip Cox <coachphillip@gmail.com> 
To:  i680hovdarproject@gmail.com 
Date:  Fri, Apr 12, 2013 at 3:11 PM 
Subject: Route 680 HOV Direct Access Ramps 
 
Regardless of location, this project would be a tremendous waste of funds. It provides a miniscule 
benefit to busses and HOVs in exchange for a huge cost. 
 
Phillip Cox 
2862 Saint Denis Drive 
San Ramon, CA  94583 
 
 
  



From:  Laurel Singer <laurelsinger@pacbell.net> 
To: I680hovdarproject@gmail.com 
Date:  Fri, Apr 12, 2013 at 6:28 PM 
Subject: HOV Direct Access Ramps 
 
To Cristin Hallissy: 
 
I have lived in San Ramon since 1985 and retired here in 2000.  I’ve invested quite a bit of money to 
maintain and remodel my home, because I like the town and neighborhood and don’t want to 
leave.  Many of my neighbors are also long time residents.  I live on the west side of the freeway 
between Bollinger Canyon and Norris Canyon roads.   
 
Please, please, please don’t build anything in this area that is going to bring even more noise and 
pollution to our Twin Creeks neighborhood.  Noise has been constantly increasing over the years, and 
we have had no relief.  We have no sound walls and we have been saddled with a concrete freeway 
surface that is not going to be covered with any noise-deadening asphalt.  We seem to be left out when 
it comes to California’s official policy that “excessive noise is a serious hazard to the public health and 
welfare” and that “all Californians are entitled to a peaceful and quiet environment.”    
 
I understand you are considering a tall overpass that would actually be visible, which I anticipate would 
mean a huge increase in noise. 
 
Will you please consider the residents, many of whom are retirees like myself?  Please select the “No 
Build” alternative, and absolutely do not consider the Executive Parkway plan. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Laurel Singer 
540 Santander Dr. 
San Ramon    
  



From: Tiffany Hollfelder <thollfelder@gmail.com> 
To: i680hovdarproject@gmail.com 
Date: Tue, Apr 16, 2013 at 1:31 PM 
Subject: I-680 HOV DAR comments 
 
Hello, 
 
I am opposed to the proposed HOV off ramps exiting on Norris Canyon Road. 
 
We live on the west side of San Ramon, and we have been homeowners here for twenty years. 
 
When I travel east across the freeway in San Ramon, I choose to drive on the Fostoria and Norris Canyon 
overpasses if possible because the Crow Canyon and Bollinger Canyon crossings are very congested. I 
travel these routes daily for shopping and school pick up/drop off. I feel that the HOV access on Norris 
Canyon would be detrimental not only to locals (non-commuters) using these roads, but also to students 
who ride their bicycles to and from school. 
 
Given the choice, I would prefer there be no HOV ramps in San Ramon, due to the proximity to both 
Crow Canyon and Bollinger exits. I think there would be increased traffic in the residential areas if there 
were an exit at Norris Canyon. I have concerns about increased traffic, increased wait time at signals, 
speeding violations on Norris Canyon west of the freeway (where there is a 25 mph limit), increased 
noise, and safety of students who travel there. I also have a teenage driver, and Norris Canyon is a 
“safer” freeway crossing. That would disappear with HOV ramps at Norris. 
 
I also have questions about how the access on and off the HOV ramps would be set up. Would they only 
be accessible during HOV lane hours --3-4 hours in the mornings and evenings only? Or would they be 
open 24 hours a day? How would usage for only HOV be enforced? 
 
If the HOV on/off ramps are open 24 hours, I think there will be increased traffic on Norris Canyon 
originating from Crow Canyon Road (in Castro Valley). Seeing as the neighborhood along Norris Canyon 
from Crow Canyon to I-680 is all residential, I think that is an unfair burden for those residents to bear. It 
is hard enough to have some commuters speed through the neighborhood now. I can only imagine how 
much worse it will get with increased ease of freeway access. 
 
Having lived in San Ramon for so many years, we have seen the city grow from a medium-sized city with 
a “small town” feel to a large, impersonal city with business interests taking over those of the residents. 
I understand the need and desire to balance the needs of both the corporate tenants and the residents 
of the city, but I feel that inserting the HOV access ramps at Norris Canyon is forsaking the needs of 
residents. 
 
The option of the HOV access at Executive Parkway is an interesting idea, and perhaps is a better option 
than no build. However, I think that the noise impacts to residents along San Ramon Valley Boulevard 
and westward could be negative. 
 
I appreciate your consideration. 
 
Tiffany Hollfelder 
thollfelder@gmail.com 



From: pricesrite@comcast.net 
To: I680hovdarproject@gmail.com 
Cc: mail@change.org 
Date: Tue, Apr 16, 2013 at 3:14 PM 
Subject: oppose Norris Canyon HOV ramps 
 
My name is Karen Price,  My husband and I have lived at 174 Castleton Court in San Ramon since 1979.  
 
Naturally, we are opposed to the on and off ramps suggested for Norris Canyon.  If the residents of Twin 
Creeks and Castleton Square had known of this possibility, 
I would guess that Measure J would NOT have passed.  Your argument against choosing Sycamore Valley 
also applies to our (the west side) of 680.  No need!!  Waste of money!!   
 
This plan does not make sense and the rumor that one San Ramon city councilman has already decided 
that he'll vote to mess up our side of the freeway sickens me! 
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	Date:  Thu, Mar 14, 2013 at 10:01 AM
	Subject: I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramps
	To: Ms. Cristin Hallissy
	Caltrans District 4 Branch Chief
	111 Grand Avenue – PO Box 23660, MS-8B
	Oakland, CA 94623-0660
	Dear Ms. Hallissy,
	We met at the meeting in San Ramon yesterday evening.
	Per our discussion, attached please find a list of written questions regarding the proposed project.
	Please send me an email:
	Ø   Confirming receipt of this message;
	Ø  Stating a date by which CalTrans will provide written answers to the questions.
	Very truly yours,
	Lowell D. Lamb
	74 Carousel Pl
	San Ramon, CA 94583
	From: Rob <rob_liem@yahoo.com>
	To: "I680hovdarproject@gmail.com" <I680hovdarproject@gmail.com>
	Cc: Avie <abdivinity@yahoo.com>
	Date: Thu, Mar 14, 2013 at 2:52 PM
	Subject: I-680 HOV Direct Access Ramps
	Attn: Cristin Hallissy
	Caltrans District 4 Branch Chief
	Dear Ms. Hallissy,
	I'm a resident of San Ramon, and live less than 1 mile from either of the two proposals that're being considered right now for an HOV access ramp.  I'm vehemently against either proposals for the following reasons:
	1) the proposals will be disruptive to the immediate community.  During the building phase, it would add additional noise pollution and create unnecessary traffic jams on the already congested freeway and side streets.  After implementation, the HOV a...
	2) the proposals will not benefit anybody.  The additional HOV access ramp will not encourage more people to carpool.  I work in San Ramon, and I could count on one hand how many cars are actually parked in the carpool spots on a daily basis.
	3) the proposals are dangerous to bicyclist and pedestrians since they will affect streets that usually experience slow traffic due to congestion.  The Norris canyon proposal is extremely dangerous since it will essentially turn the street to yet anot...
	4) the proposals are also counter to any attempt at conservation.  Both proposals would require the destruction and removal of mature trees that currently line both Norris and Executive Pkwy/Bishop Dr.
	5) the proposals are a waste of money, we could use the money allocated based on measure J to maintain and improve local streets, expand public transportation like BART and improve bike and pedestrian safety by adding traffic lights, improve signs and...
	6) last but not least, my complete and utter disagreement against these two proposals are personal.  My son was 13 last year when he was hit on the crosswalk at the freeway entrance off Bollinger Canyon Rd. by a car going 45 mph.  He has Traumatic Bra...
	Sincerely,
	Rob Lim
	From: Doug Marshall <Douglas_Marshall@comcast.net>
	To: i680hovdarproject@gmail.com
	Date: Sat, Mar 16, 2013 at 5:45 AM
	Subject: I-680 HOV Scoping Comments
	Cristin Hallissy,
	My comments on building I-680 HOV Access Ramps in San Ramon are as follows:
	1. For a cost of millions of dollars, it does NOT have an equivalent benefit as it is NOT going to magically cause people to convert to HOV usage just because there is a special access ramp.  People want to use their own cars for the flexibility it of...
	2. Adding more “concrete” to our beautiful valley only places it one step closer to a looking like a “Los Angeles” which will ruin our reason for having moved here in the first place.
	3. Adding yet a “third” bottleneck of congestion (1st and 2cd are Crow Canyon and Bollinger Canyon) will make traveling through our city that much more troublesome.  It will take a ridiculous and frustrating amount of time just to get from the South s...
	4. Any benefits at all would, for the most part, flow to ”non-residents” leaving “residents” with all the added negatives.
	5. HOV users are NOT going to “backtrack” down the boulevard to some special HOV access ramp if they are already at another regular 680 on-ramp; it’s just not worth it because traversing across 4 lanes of traffic to get to the HOV lane is really not t...
	6. There is “significant” traffic affecting the current surface streets of Crow Canyon, Norris Canyon and Bollinger Canyon due to each and every child of a “resident” being driven to school by their parents.  From Iron Horse Middle School in the heart...
	My choice would be to say “No” to any HOV Access Ramps in the Tri-Valley along I-680.
	Sincerely,
	Doug Marshall
	23 year San Ramon Resident (near California High School)
	To:  I680hovdarproject@gmail.com
	Date:  Tue, Apr 2, 2013 at 4:31 PM
	Subject: San Ramon I 680 project
	Cristin
	We are 26 year residents of San Ramon living in the same home in the Bollinger Hills subdivision.  We are opposed to any new off ramps in San Ramon.
	Linda King
	118 Arapaho Circle
	San Ramon, CA
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